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All is Flux will be hosted in the re|space 
gallery from the 3rd of August until the 
2nd of October 2020. The joint exhibition 
with paintings by Christo Daskaltsis and 
sculptures by Lorenz Friedrich explores the 
relation between perception and reality. 

The title All is Flux is taken from the 
early Greek philosopher Heraclitus’ 
meditations on knowledge and flux. 
Though the interpretation of Heraclitus’ 
doctrines has been much disputed, the 
idea of there being no stably existing 
objects with stably enduring qualities is 
a provocative standpoint from which this 
exhibition approaches the resonance 
between Daskaltsis’ and Friedrichs’ works. 
Though different in medium and style, the 
works by the two artists are paralleled in 
their exploration of perception and the 
influence or absence of the artist’s hand. 

The large-scale paintings in oil on 
aluminium by Christo Daskaltsis are truly 
abstract works. The strictly conceptualised 
method of production deliberately 
eradicates any possibility of formal 
influence by the artist in the creation of his 
works. A monochrome thin layer of paint 
is applied to the surface of the aluminium 
board, the artist then drizzles the surface 
with turpentine. Using a household 
broom, Daskaltsis sweeps over the surface 
producing an entirely abstract image 
formed by the dissolution of pigments in 
the paint and their migration across the 
board when being swept. The resulting 
works gain an effect of depth that works 
both to draw the viewer into the painting 
and to allow the forms to protrude beyond 
the board. Nevertheless this three-
dimensionality is an illusion as the surface 
of the aluminium board remains flat. The 
artist removes himself from the works with 
their completion but they live on. The works 
are alive in the viewer’s eye, their truth being 
dependent on the individual’s perception. 

Lorenz Friedrich’s works in contrast to 
Christo Daskaltsis’ are explicitly figurative. 
The small-scale sculptures inhabit the 
space on metal rails attached to the walls, 
on wooden blocks of mountainous scenery 
or in and on household objects. Though 
very much existing in our physical world, 
the figures that Friedrich sculpts from wood 
navigate their own microcosm. The viewer 
is invited to experience their own being 
from a new perspective as giants in relation 
to the small humanoid figures. The majority 
of the figures is painted in white or charred 
to black, this duo-chromaticity suggests a 
shadow-existence. The characterisation of 
the figures is ingenious, they lean against 
walls, wander or commute, reach out, 
sit pondering and jump out towards the 
viewer. Similarly to the works by Daskaltsis, 
Friedrich’s sculptures are not completed 
without the presence of the viewer. It is 
only through the interrelation between the 
macrocosm of the viewer’s sphere and
the microcosm of the sculptures’ own that 
the works achieve their full potential. 

In their co-habitation of the exhibition 
space in the re|space gallery, the paintings 
by Daskaltsis and the sculptures by 
Friedrich ignite a discussion on perception 
and reality. The true nature of the works 
are in flux as they are dependent on the 
perspective and associations of the viewer. 
In addition, the element of time influences 
the works in that the interplay of light 
and shadow has a transformative effect 
on both Daskaltsis’ and Friedrich’s works. 
While Friedrich’s sculptures grow as their 
shadows expand, Daskaltsis’ paintings gain 
a metallic glow as the evening sun shines 
and the changing light allows the elements 
of the painting to protrude beyond the 
source or to be inverted inwards.

Isabelle Thul
Curator re|space gallery Berlin



Even before studying at the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Vienna, Lorenz Friedrich 
produced small-scale carved works 
during his training as a sculptor. These 
have become the focus of his cross-
media artistic practice. Lorenz develops 
spatial exhibition concepts or rather a 
spatial drawing that extends beyond the 
exhibition space and into public space. 
A new field emerges, a field of vision, a 
virtual cross-section that is constantly 
changing with the changing perspective 
of the moving observer. 

The colour contrasts bring out the small 
works so that despite their small size 
human silhouettes  are identifiable even 
from a large distance. The model-like and 
sculptural snapshots mirror the poses of 
the viewer. They balance on the horizon 
of two worlds on the fine line between 
reality and fiction. Daring and fragile 
poses oscillate between contemporary 
and historical backgrounds. In doing 
so, elements of dance arise repeatedly, 
exploring the limits of the body in tension. 
The works stand somewhere between 
closeness and distance, hidden and 
transparency, movement and sculpture. 
They stand as a setting in relation to 
everyday objects and recreate situations 
or actions adapted to the respective 
object. They form everyday situations that 
move between humour and the threat of 
the abyss.

ALL IS FLUX
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
2,5 x 80 x 2 cm



Hip Flask, 2018
Painted wood, glass
13 x 7 x 3 cm

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x 52 x 3,5 cm

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x 140 x 3,5 cm

LORENZ FRIEDRICH
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Small Observer, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x 56 x 56,5

8 Small Observer, 2020
Painted wood, metal
2,5 x 80 x 2 cm

10 Small Observers, 2020
Painted wood, metal
2,5 x 80 x 2 cm
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Globuligolfer, 2018
Painted wood, synthetic materials
9 x 15 x 7cm

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x 170 x 3,5 cm
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x 53 x 53,5 cm

11 Small Observers, 2020
Painted wood, metal
2,5 x 100 x 2 cm
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Small Observers, 2017-2020
Painted wood, metal
7 x  57 x 58

Small Observers, 2014
Blackened oak, MDF, dispersion, metal
37 x 36 x 9 cm
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Small Observers, 2014
Blackened oak, MDF, Dispersion
110 x 28 x 33 cm

Small Observers, 2014
Blackened oak, MDF, Dispersion
104 x 34 x 33,5 cm 



The Austrian artist Lorenz Friedrich was 
born in St. Veit an der Glan, Austria in 
1988. The artist began to work in wood 
from early on (in his father’s workshop for 
restoration). Friedrich began his higher 
education by training to be a sculptor 
at the Technical College in Hallstatt. 
In 2015 he completed his studies at 
the art academy in Vienna under 
supervision of the artist Heimo Zobernig. 
This combination of technical skill, a 
deep knowledge of materials as well as 
expansive an extensive understanding of 
art theory, defines the artist’s practice to 
this day. 

Since his formal education, the artist has 
set up a studio in Vienna to devote himself 
to his art full-time. He has exhibited in 
numerous solo- and group-exhibitions and 
received multiple awards and grants. 

Over many years the artist has developed 
a distinct aesthetic that is minimal not 
only in choice of colour but also in size. 
And yet, the effect of fascination and 
intrigue this enables within the viewer 
is considerably grand. Working in wood, 
the artist sculpts miniature-sized human 
figures that in their collectivity inhabit a 
microcosm in their respective location. 
The works are delightfully playful in that 
the figures push the boundaries of frames, 
walk along small tracks on the walls or 
even find themselves trapped within a 
transparent hip flask. 

Beyond the sculptural, the artist takes 
interest in writing and stop-motion 
picture. The artist’s so-called micrograms 
show microscopically small writing that 
can be clearly identified as text but 
is almost illegible. Taking his wooden 
sculptures as protagonists, Friedrich has 
delved into stop-motion animation and 
participated in screenings internationally.

Education 
Born 1988 in St. Veit / Glan, AT, 
lives and works in Carinthia and Vienna 

2004-2008 Federal higher technical 
Institute, HTBLA Hallstatt, AT, 
Department of Sculpture 

2009-2015 Academy of Fine Arts, 
Vienna, AT, Prof. Heimo Zobernig

Prizes, Collections, Grants
2019: Katalogförderung der Stadtgalerie 
Klagenfurt 
2018: Ankauf des Kupferstichkabinetts 
Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien 
2018: Ankauf der Treibacher Industrie AG 
Althofen 
2018: Ankäufe der Stadtgalerie Klagenfurt 
am Wörthersee 
2017: Ankauf der Treibacher Industrie AG 
Althofen 
2017: Gastkünstler Museum für 
Quellenkultur, Klein St. Paul 
2016: Anerkennung, Zeitlupe - Ein Denkmal 
an August Musger, Eisenerz 
2016: Artist in Residence, SK 2016, Cité 
internationale des arts, Paris 
2015: Nominierung Akademiepreis 
2015: Nominierung ASIFA Austria Award 
2014: MMKK – Museum Moderner Kunst 
Kärnten 
2013: 1.Preis, Bank Austria Kunstpreis 2013 
2013: Ankauf der Stadt Villach 
2012: Disegno, Kupferstichkabinett 
Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien 
 
Selected Exhibitions 
 2019: Young Art Auction, Kunstraum 
Nestroyhof, Wien AT 
2019: Kunst im öffentlichen Raum, W&P 
Zementwerk GmbH, Wietersdorf AT 
2019: 3.Törn, Galerie3 Velden, Flux23, 
kuratiert von. Mag. Dr. Lena Freimüller und DI 
Thorsten Krieger, Velden am Wöthersee AT 
2019: There is no Clock in the Forest, Galerie 
Schloss Damtschach, Wernberg AT 
2018: Young Art Auction, Kunstraum 
Nestroyhof, Wien AT 
2018: OPEN STUDIO, kleine BetrachterInnen, 
eine Momentaufnahme, chiografische 
Mikrografien, St. Georgen am Längsee AT 
2018: Das andere Land, MMKK - Museum 
Moderner Kunst Kärnten, Klagenfurt am 
Wörthersee AT 

2018: Projekt und Animation 365, Atelier 
Kraftwerk bei Erwin Klinzer, Sittenberg AT 
2018: Begegnung mit Lorenz Friedrich 
im Atelier Kraftwerk bei Erwin Klinzer, 
Wasserkraftwerk Görtschitztal AT 
2018: Objektausstellung, Rundgang 
(Semperdepot) Atelierhaus der Akademie 
der bildenden Künste Wien AT 
2018: Einzelausstellung, Traibacher Industrie 
AG, Galerie3 / flux23, Althofen AT 
2017: 23 zum Quadrat, Kabinett der Galerie3 
/ flux23, Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst, 
Klagenfurt AT 
2017: Kunst im Werk, Treibacher Industrie AG, 
Galerie3 / flux23, Althofen AT 
2017: Zeitmischer, Museum für Quellenkultur, 
Klein St. Paul AT 
2017: The Smallest Gallery - Collaboration 
Space, Graz AT 
2017: Living Studio - Stadtgalerie Klagenfurt 
am Wörthersee AT 
2016: Zeitlupe, Ein Denkmal an August 
Musger, Eisenerz AT 
2016: Art Austria, Leopold Museum, Galerie3 
/ flux23, Wien AT 
2016: Ringelrum, Bamberg DE 
2015: Im Kabinett, Galerie3 - Galerie für 
zeitgenössische Kunst, Klagenfurt AT 
2015: Small, Kunstraum Super, Wien AT 
2015: Diplomausstellung _Basis_ Akademie 
der Bildenden Künste Wien AT 
2015: Art Austria, Leopold Museum, Galerie3 
/ flux23, Wien AT 
2015: Landschaft, Galerie3 - Galerie für 
zeitgenössische Künst, Klagenfurt AT 
2015: Rundgang Akademie der bildenden 
Künste Wien AT 
2014: Im Kabinett, Galerie 3 - Galerie für 
zeitgenössische Kunst, Klagenfurt AT 
2014: HALO, Galerie AVU, Akademie der 
bildenden Künste Prag CZ 
2014: oben ist wie unten aber vorne nicht wie 
hinten, Galerie Freihausgasse, Villach AT 
2014: 4 T. Akademie der bildenden Künste 
Wien, Galerie Atelier 43, St. Veit/Glan AT 
2013: Junge KünstlerInnen auf dem Weg 
zum Erfolg, Galerie Freihausgasse, Villach AT 
2013: Bank Austria Kunstpreis 2013, Galerie 
3 - Galerie für zeitgenössische Kunst, 
Klagenfurt AT 
2013: Rundgang Akademie der bildenden 
Künste Wien AT 
2012: Rundgang Akademie der bildenden 
Künste Wien AT 
2008: Landesausstellung Oberösterreich, 
Hallstatt AT
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LORENZ FRIEDRICH

Reading Lamp 2, 2020
Painted wood, glass, metal
25 x 11 x 11 cm
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